
PERFECT COLOR PALETTES FOR YOU 
 
When you talk about fashion, there's nothing more basic then color. 
 
But how do you know which color palette will work for you? 
 
Joe Lupo and Jesse Garza, the "closet whisperers" and authors of the new book, "Life in Color: 
The Visual Therapy Guide to the Perfect Palette -- for Fashion, Beauty, and You," stopped by 
The Early Show to show viewers their four basic palettes that will match anyone's coloring: 
 
It used to be that Carole Jackson's Color me Beautiful was the greatest authority in color. In it, 
Carole helped define women as one of four seasons, fall, winter, spring and fall. Joe and Jesse 
believe in that model, but they think that the issue of color is a lot broader than that. With their 
new book, Life in Color, they examine the concept of broadening people's palettes. They, like Ms. 
Jackson, have four palettes, earth, the star, the sun and the moon.  
 
The Sun is good for light colored eyes-blue, light brown, green, gray or hazel, flecked with gold. 
The skin tones are creamy or tawny, with a peachy or rosy undertone. These types often have 
freckles. The hair colors are mahogany brown, blonde or red. If you have highlights, they are 
redwood, golden or strawberry blonde. The icons of the type? Jennifer Aniston, Glenn Close, 
Helen Mirren, Gayle King, and Nicole Richie. The best colors are yellows, rich saffron, corals, 
dusty roses. The worst colors are bright pinks and blue reds. 
 
The Moon is good for blue gray eyes, without any gold. Dark grey, brown and taupe are also 
good eye color for this palette. The skin type is translucent, with blue and pink undertones. The 
hair colors can range from dark ash brown to ash blonde, with natural highlights of pale and 
butter. The icons of the type? Blythe Danner, Keri Russell, Lena Horne and Lucy Liu. The best 
colors are royal blue, sky blue, and ripe strawberry. The worst are mustard shades and bright 
oranges.  
 
The Earth is good for dark eyes, such as brown, green or hazel. The skin is coppery with terra 
cotta undertones. The hair for this palette tends towards brassy, ranging from dark blonde to red 
to mahogany to near black with burgundy highlights. The style icons for earth? Angelina Jolie, 
Oprah Winfrey, Susan Sarandon, Diane Lane, Rachel Bilson, Rosario Dawson and Julianne 
Moore. The best colors for earth are chocolate brown, deep teal and warm peach. The worst 
colors are cool fuschia and pale violet. 
 
The Star palette is best for pale and icy eyes, or super dark. The hair colors for this are either 
very dark or very light, from black to platinum, dark brown to prematurely silver. The skin tones 
here are often luminescent, with a porcelain cast or olive undertones. Who are the style icons for 
the star? Michelle Obama, Elizabeth Taylor, Catherine Zeta Jones, Isabella Rossellini and Grace 
Jones. The best colors are blacks, whites, true reds and midnight blues. The worst colors are 
dusty rose, and terra cotta oranges.  
 
Within each of these palettes, you can be almost any style, and this book tells you how to apply 
your colors to each. They talk about whimsical looks, bohemian looks, avant garde looks, and 
classics.  
 
To read an excerpt of "Life ln Color," visit www.amazon.com/Life-Color-Therapy-Perfect-
Palette/dp/0811865231/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1231928043&sr=8-1 


